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Abstract
Because of its light weight, high corrosion resistance and relatively high strength, there have been more and more aluminum alloy(AA) single-layer spherical reticulated shells built in China in the past few years. Because the Young’s modulus of AA is only one third of that of steel, there are significant difference of the static and dynamic behaviours between the steel and AA reticulated shells. In this paper, the comparison of the static stability and seismic behaviour has been done between the steel and AA single-layer spherical shells based on numerical analysis.

Firstly, the static stability of single-layer shells of the two materials has been analyzed, in which the global geometry imperfections, connection rigidity, member profile, member buckling and load distribution are considered. The results indicate that AA shells are more sensitive to imperfections, and have lower buckling strength than the steel shells, and that the safety factor for the design of AA shells should be higher than that of steel shells.

Secondly, seismic response of AA and steel shells of different size are analyzed under different earthquake records. The results indicate that the seismic capacity of AA shells is quite lower than steel shells, and the failure modes are different.

Based on the analysis above, some suggestions for the design of AA reticulated shells are given.
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